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I was a large shareholder from December, 2006 to October 18, 2012
I am a subscriber to SiriusXm radio up to November 26, 2012 and a party of interest.
I have never take in shorted position in SiriusXm stock.
I have suffer a loss in SiriusXm stock.
I have inform Investors Board at SiriusXM with my FCC Comments in Email and Letter
address to SiriusXm Investors Board one months prior (FCC) and have not received any
respond have sold my shares in Oct. 18, 2012. File with FCC comment on Oct. 26, 2012.
SiriusXm was never in bankruptcy and from 2006 to 2012 share value was manipulated from
20% to 90% on many occasions in both directions.
$500 mil. Loan by Liberty was repaid in full with interest.
$12,400+/- for 40% of SiriusXm ownership to Liberty is outrages as consumer and
shareholder for me. This was for a “Merger”.
My comments as shareholder and consumer to assist with my personnel opinion, however
FCC, Consumers and others can determine legal, accounting, communication and other issues
due that I am not a Lawyer and not an Accountant.
FCC should not dismissed nor summarily denied my comment, but use as opinion of citizen
right to comment and help in this issue.
FCC should take in consideration that I have forward in the past more than 50 letters of
comments in support of merger between Sirius and XM to FCC, US congressmen, Media and
all help to succeed.
SiriusXm and Liberty is a “Merger” and LTE, Smartphone will replace SiriusXM radio in my
opinion in the future years
As consumer all procedure I follow, in the right to file with FCC as comments.
If this constitute informal objection of citizens, so it be.
FCC should not create an imbalance where 49% are ignore and should delay till imbalance is
20%+/-, with Liberty in position to buy larger portion of stock in SiriusXM due to 40% of
SiriusXm was given away in “back door deal” for $12,400+/-.
If Liberty want to be the Owner(control) it can purchase entire SiriusXm.
Public interest in SiriusXM can be effected into the future, due to two companies “squander
for control“, while LTE, Smartphone, Infomatics and Telematics went in the Cars from 2006
to 2012 and continue.
The hypocrisy is Liberty and Malone to get 40% of Control for $12,400 and to ask for FCC
for control of entire company SiriusXM now.
If FCC agree to give control the harm is done, if deny the harm is done, no matter now. The
shift from satellite radio to internet radio is huge and irreversible during 4 years of “marriage”
to Liberty and most of them have content.
The FCC should decide base on Legal, Ethical, Communication, Fiduciary issue and what
happened to stock in past, and look at manipulation of stock (SIRI) prior to Liberty or during.
It should decided to protect the integrity of market, because “capitalism is the best place for
prosperity”.

Sincerely,

Alexander Bergmann

